
Each ASP lighting product is part of a total lighting
system.  ASP illumination tools are complemented by
cases, belt carriers and a tactical training program.
USB Accessories are an integral part of the ASP
Lighting System.

Each family of ASP lights (Every Day Carry,
Transitional, Duty, Strategic) has a rechargeable
Lithium-ion component.  All ASP rechargeables
employ micro USB charge ports.  Micro USB is the
world standard for cell phones.  This means that ASP
USB lights can be recharged using ASP car
chargers, wall chargers, a computer or a micro USB
cell phone charger.  18650 rechargeable lights also
accept two CR123A Lithium primary cells.  ASP calls
this feature Dual Fuel Technology.

ASP chargers are exclusive.  They were custom
designed by ASP.  Each incorporates a blue status
light to indicate a live power source.  Each has
integral finger ribs to aid removal.  Chargers are
available for car outlets, US wall outlets and
European Union wall outlets.  A Keystone, Micro Flex
and Retractable connect to lights.

Interconnecting transport cases are available for
AAA, AA, 14500, CR123A, 16340 and 18650
batteries.  Link

TM

cases allow an officer to carry a
variety of battery types (AAA, AA, 10440, 14500,
CR123A, 16340, 18650) or interconnect any number
of a specific battery.

ASP USB Accessories are exclusive, innovative and
practical.  Each is designed for a specific purpose.
Each enhances the performance and functionality of
ASP illumination tools.

· Exclusive Designs

· Industrial Performance

· Cross Platform Compatibility

· Lithium Power Based

· Micro USB Based
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AAA Battery Link
An interconnecting protective case
for AAA Lithium power cells.

AA Battery Link
An interconnective case for
protection of AA Lithium power
cells.

CR123A Battery Link
An interconnecting protective case
for CR123A Lithium batteries.

18650 Battery Link
An interconnective carrier to protect
18650 rechargeable Lithium-ion
power cells.

14500 Battery Link
An interconnecting case to protect
your 14500 rechargeable Lithium-
ion power cell.

16340 Battery Link
An interconnecting case to protect
16340 rechargeable Lithium-ion
power cells.

Car Charger
A USB charge converter with blue
LED indicator for 12v vehicle power
sources.

Wall Charger (US)
A USB charger with blue LED
indicator for two blade North
American wall sockets.

Wall Charger (EU)
A USB charger with blue LED
indicator for two pin European wall
sockets.

Retractable & Retractable Plus
A USB to micro USB retractable
connecting cord with reversible
plugs.

Micro Flex
A flexible micro USB extended
connector with reversible plugs in a
protective keyring carrier.

Keystone
A USB to micro USB miniature
connector with reversible plugs.

Charge Bank
A micro USB or 12v car outlet
charger for 18650 power cells.

Charge Dock
A magnetic charger for 18650
power cells that attaches to any
micro USB charge cord. 


